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Abstract

1.

Despite a number of radical changes in how computer systems are
used, the design principles behind the very core of the systems
stack—an operating system kernel—has remained unchanged for
decades. We run monolithic kernels developed with a combination of
an unsafe programming language, global sharing of data structures,
opaque interfaces, and no explicit knowledge of kernel protocols.
Today, the monolithic architecture of a kernel is the main factor undermining its security, and even worse, limiting its evolution towards
a safer, more secure environment. Lack of isolation across kernel
subsystems allows attackers to take control over the entire machine
with a single kernel vulnerability. Furthermore, complex, semantically rich monolithic code with globally shared data structures
and no explicit interfaces is not amenable to formal analysis and
verification tools. Even after decades of work to make monolithic
kernels more secure, over a hundred serious kernel vulnerabilities
are still reported every year.
Modern kernels need decomposition as a practical means of confining the effects of individual attacks. Historically, decomposed
kernels were prohibitively slow. Today, the complexity of a modern
kernel prevents a trivial decomposition effort. We argue, however,
that despite all odds modern kernels can be decomposed. Careful
choice of communication abstractions and execution model, a general approach to decomposition, a path for incremental adoption, and
automation through proper language tools can address complexity
of decomposition and performance overheads of decomposed kernels. Our work on lightweight capability domains (LCDs) develops
principles, mechanisms, and tools that enable incremental, practical
decomposition of a modern operating system kernel.

Over the last decade, attacks on computer systems have undergone
major changes in terms of exploit discovery tools, attack complexity,
and targeted parts of the system. Attackers routinely use fuzzing
tools [42, 43], and attack every possible layer of the kernel: device drivers, the network stack, the stack of USB protocols, file
systems, and virtual machine monitors. Even though a number of
static [2, 10, 18] and dynamic (stack guards [11], address space
randomization [32], executable space protection, control flow integrity [1, 19], code integrity checks [48]) mechanisms have been
invented to protect execution of the operating system kernel, attackers come up with new ways to bypass these protection techniques [32, 45, 46, 49]. Modern kernels remain vulnerable [8].
Lack of isolation implies that in a modern system, an attacker is
one kernel vulnerability away from taking control over the entire
machine. A successful attack on any of the kernel subsystems provides the ability to make the threat persistent in the face of reboots,
conceal it from the user and anti-virus security tools and establish a
platform for compromising local applications, collecting sensitive
financial information and user credentials, mounting attacks on the
network hosts, and establishing a distributed, peer-to-peer command
and control infrastructure. In 2014, the Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures database lists 133 Linux kernel vulnerabilities that allow
for privilege escalation, denial-of-service, and other exploits [13].
This number is consistent across several years [8, 12].
Why do we run monolithic kernels? The reason is twofold. First,
for many years, isolation was prohibitively slow due to architectural
limits of uniprocessor machines. While significant progress in understanding the costs of inter-process communication mechanisms
has been made (see [4] for a historical overview), context switching
on commodity hardware remains prohibitively expensive [36, 50]
(some embedded CPU architectures are exceptions [4]). For many
years, monolithic kernels remained the only practical design choice
for performance. Second, the complexity of a monolithic, sharedmemory kernel prevents a trivial decomposition effort. Decomposition requires cutting through a number of tightly-connected, welloptimized subsystems that use rich interfaces and complex interaction patterns. Several attempts to decompose the kernel code failed
due to a lack of proper abstractions and automation tools [23, 52].
We argue that, despite all odds, modern kernels can be decomposed. First, decomposition is motivated by recent hardware
progress. Today, we run multi-core CPUs with integrated memory
and PCIe bus controllers, large last level caches, and low-latency
network and storage interfaces. Overheads of traditional kernels
already dominate performance of I/O and compute intensive applications [3, 37, 38, 44]. The need for unmediated, low-latency access
to both network and PCIe-based flash storage devices, exclusive,
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Introduction

untinerrupted access to CPU cores, the ability to minimize the number of cache misses and memory accesses, access to receive packet
and flow steering mechanisms, and the ability to avoid overheads of
context switches and scheduling motivate some form of decomposition, or at least separation between control and data planes [3, 44] in
a commodity kernel. Second, after several decades of engineering
effort aimed at modularization of kernel components, kernel subsystems are less tightly coupled, with relatively clean interfaces, and
most complexity encapsulated inside individual subsystems. With
proper language tools, and a general approach to breaking the code
apart, decomposition into isolated subsystems is feasible.
We develop Lightweight Capability Domains (LCDs), a general
framework for decomposing the Linux kernel. We make the following contributions. First, to enable practical incremental decomposition, we extend a commodity kernel with a general embedded
microkernel interface. This interface enables an execution of decomposed subsystems side by side with the rest of the non-decomposed
kernel, and provides a convenient execution environment for developing decomposed subsystems. Second, we develop decomposition
patterns—a collection of general principles and abstractions for
decomposing common patterns of code in the kernel. Third, we
design an interface definition language (IDL) aimed at an automatic
decomposition effort with minimal changes to the existing kernel
code. The IDL is designed for emulating a shared-memory, monolithic environment on top of share-nothing isolated susbsystems.
Finally, we make decomposed environments efficient on modern
hardware: We combine fast cross-core aysnchronous communication with a lightweight execution model that supports composable
asynchronous programming for unmodified kernel code.
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Figure 1. LCDs architecture. LCDs run as a microkernel embedded
into the Linux kernel. Isolated subsystems communicate through a
capability controlled IPC mechanism.
Interface definition language Decomposition patterns provide a
general way to break monolithic code apart. To automate this task,
we rely on an interface definition language (IDL) designed to generate cross-domain function invocation and object synchronization
code. Our goal for the IDL compiler is to make sure that the majority of code related to crossing the boundaries of isolated domains
is automatically generated, and is backward compatible with unmodified legacy code, i.e., isolated subsystems do not require major
modifications to their code, and the same code can run in both monolithic and decomposed configurations. The IDL describes interfaces
across LCD domains and non-isolated parts of the kernel. Two goals
drive design of LCDs’s IDL compiler. First, the code generated from
the IDL is designed to be compatible with the kernel source: we
generate proxy and stub code for kernel functions while preserving function signatures so that it can be linked with the code of
unmodified kernel modules and later loaded inside isolated domains.
Second, LCDs’s IDL provides explicit support for specifying how
kernel data structures are synchronized across isolated subsystems.

Decomposition Strategy

An attempt to decompose an entire system at once is an effort
that will result in rapidly aging, obsolete code. Instead, we focus
our work on developing a platform that 1) enables incremental
decomposition isolating one kernel subsystem at a time, 2) can be
applied to a rapidly evolving kernel code base, and 3) provides a
foundation for developing practical, efficient systems.

Capability access control Our motivation for capabilities is
twofold. First, we use capabilities to selectively limit authority
of isolated subsystems. Each isolated subsystem possesses the
smallest subset of rights required to accomplish its task. Thus,
the effect of the compromise of an individual kernel subsystem
is restricted to the set of resources that the subsystem can access.
LCDs borrow ideas from object capability languages [51] and capability microkernels [16]. In LCDs, a capability is an entry in a
microkernel-protected data structure, which can be referenced from
isolated code via a local name. Inside the microkernel, each capability describes one of the objects implemented by the microkernel
or the Linux kernel. Second, in LCDs capabilities implement a
notion of cross-domain pointers allowing us to securely reference
objects across isolated domains. Similar to the LCD microkernel,
each isolated domain implements capability address spaces for the
objects it manages, e.g., a file system domain resolves file objects
through capabilities. At this level, capabilities allow isolated domains to reference objects inside other domains for which they have
authority.

Incremental decomposition To provide a path for incremental decomposition and enable execution of legacy monolithic code and
isolated subsystems side by side, we embed a small microkernel
inside the commodity Linux kernel (Figure 1). The LCD microkernel is similar to the KVM virtual machine monitor embedded into
the Linux kernel. Our goal however, is to provide a more general
interface suitable for development of semantically rich decomposed
subsystems instead of virtualizing a low-level interface of the CPU
and I/O devices. The microkernel implements a minimal interface:
threads, synchronous communication, capability access control, and
memory management.
Breaking the code apart We develop a set of decomposition patterns—design and development principles aimed at breaking typical
patterns of existing monolithic code into isolated subsystems. Data
structures and the code of a commodity monolithic kernel are designed to run in a shared memory environment. The kernel shares
control information and state of its components by passing references to objects across subsystems. In a decomposed environment,
each kernel subsystem operates on its own version of the system
state. This state is synchronized upon cross-subsystem invocations.
We develop techniques for transparently synchronizing objects and
maintaining a view of a global state on top of isolated, share-nothing
domains. Our decomposition patterns cover the commonly used
patterns of kernel code: global variables, exported and imported
functions, function pointers, data structures, and hierarchies of data
structures.

Composable asynchronous I/O Traditionally, kernels use threads
as the main execution model and synchronous procedure calls as
the main communication mechanism. A single thread of execution
moves across kernel subsystems through a series of synchronous
function invocations. Control information and data are passed by
reference across subsystems as a hierarchy of globally shared data
structures. Unfortunately, synchronous function calls do not work
well in a decomposed environment. Despite many improvements in
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understanding synchronous IPC design [4], the hardware contextswitching mechanisms did not get faster. Synchronous function
invocations are still prohibitively slow. We design LCDs around
the idea of CPU cross-core LCD invocations and an asynchronous
execution model. Each LCD runs on a dedicated set of CPU cores.
We design and build an efficient asynchronous cross-core communication mechanism, and emulate traditional synchronous function
invocations on top of asynchronous message passing. To integrate
blocking asynchronous messages with existing synchronous code,
LCDs implement a cooperative execution environment capable of
context switching asynchronous threads implemented as native code.
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Figure 2. Isolated object hierarchies in LCDs.

The LCD microkernel follows the design of the L4 microkernel
family [17]. Two parts of the microkernel interface are critical for
the LCDs architecture. Similar to seL4 [15], the LCD microkernel
implements a pure capability-based IPC that explicitly controls
all communication across isolated subsystems. This synchronous
IPC is used for requesting microkernel resources, and specifically
establishing regions of shared memory for future asynchronous
communication. Similar to [34], we implement capability address
spaces (CSpaces) and capability derivation trees.
We make several pragmatic design choices to simplify development. While demonstrating extremely slow context switching
performance [36], we still choose hardware-assisted virtualization
for isolation as it is easier to program, e.g., handle low-level hardware conditions inside and outside isolated domains. By developing
LCDs as kernel modules, we are able to reuse linking and loading
functionality provided by the Linux kernel. The module is mapped
at the same location in the guest virtual address space as it was
mapped in the host (in the high address range) so that we don’t need
to relocate symbols in the module. We further rely on Linux kernel threads and the Linux scheduler for scheduling of microkernel
threads.
3.2

Block Layer

From the interface definition and the above declaration, we generate
the following backward compatible stub:
int register_filesystem(struct file_system_type ∗fs) {
return register_filesystem_callee_stub(vfs, fs);
}

where the vfs is specified during LCD intialization, which is described below.
Initializing LCDs The IDL provides support for declaring interfaces imported and exported by an LCD. For example, an LCD that
is running a file system and requires access to the virtual file system
and block device interfaces might use the following configuration
file that is supported by the IDL:
module fs {
require capability vfs;
require capability bdev;
}

The IDL generates two functions: one is used by the main kernel
to create a new LCD, and the other function initializes the LCD
internally during boot.

Interface Definition Language

The LCDs IDL compiler is responsible for generating inter-domain
communication and synchronization code that ensures transparency
of decomposition for the original monolithic code. The core of
the IDL are definitions for invoking isolated subsystems (remote
function invocations), and disciplines for synchronizing kernel data
structures (Section 3.3).

3.3

Decomposition Patterns

LCDs aim to implement an environment in which isolated subsystems do not share state (Figure 2). Instead, multiple isolated
subsystems maintain their own private hierarchies of objects and
synchronize them explicitly upon function invocations. This assumption is key for security—one compromised subsystem cannot affect
execution of others through modifications of shared objects.

Functions Our main goal is that the IDL compiler generates
proxy/stub functions with the same signatures as the functions that
are used in a monolithic kernel. For example, to export a function
with the following signature:

Object synchronization A typical pattern in the Linux kernel is
to pass objects by reference across subsystems. In case of LCDs,
however, decomposed subsystems do not trust each other. To ensure
isolation, each LCD maintains a private shadow copy of each object.
LCDs allow explicit control over a set of object fields that will be
passed and returned upon function invocation with the mechanism
of projections.

int register_filesystem(...);

LCDs require the following IDL definition of an interface:
interface filesystem (capability cap = null) {
rpc int register_filesystem(capability cap, ...);
}

// Projecting two fields of the super_block data structure
projection super_block <struct super_block> {
[out,in] type1 field1;
[out] type2 field2;
}
rpc type0 foo(projection super_block ∗sb);

The function definition is extended with a capability that explicitly
names the rendezvous point or asynchronous channel implementing
the interface. To provide compatibility with unmodified code, the
interface is declared to have an optional parameter: a capability to
the rendezvous point that implements an interface of a virtual file
system. The instance of the interface can be declared to take the
capability to the interface:

A projection explicitly defines a subset of fields of the projected
object that will be passed to the callee and returned from it during
the domain invocation. The IDL supports scopes so the same object
type can be projected differently depending on the function.

interface filesystem (vfs);
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Stateful objects and remote object references In the kernel code
it is common that two or more subsystems go through multiple steps
of a communication protocol that requires that objects are preserved
across a series of cross-domain invocations. Both caller and callee
domains require access to instances of the same private objects
multiple times. We use a mechanism of remote references to lookup
a specific private object across domain boundaries (Figure 2). In
LCDs, remote references are capabilities that point to objects inside
other subsystems. Similar to the LCD microkernel, each subsystem
uses the mechanism of capability identifiers to protects all objects it
exports to its clients. When an object is referred across boundaries of
isolated subsystems, a remote reference (or a capability) is resolved
by the callee subsystem into a private instance of an object through
the mechanism of capability address spaces. To support transparent
referencing of objects across domains, every object that exists in
multiple subsystems is paired with a capability reference that is used
to lookup a corresponding object copy in that subsystem. We rely on
the mechanism of container objects that encapsulate original kernel
data structures to avoid code modifications and leave original kernel
data structures unchanged. (Figure 2). A projection definition below
uses a bind keyword to specify that the projected super_block object
must be resolved using the self capability stored in the container
object (referred as parent) in the callee’s domain.

Shared
Data Buﬀers

{
...
foo(a,b)
}

foo(a,b) {
msg = {FOO, a, b};
ipc_send(
, msg);
}

msg = ipc_recv(
...
foo_stub (msg);
...

);

Figure 3. Fast asynchronous IPC in LCDs.
rings serve as lock-free message queues for sending and receiving
messages. To achieve zero-copy transfer of bulk data, messages
contain pointers into shared data buffers.
We optimize a cross-core messaging protocol for optimal utilization of the hardware cache coherency protocol. Each message
channel consists of two rings (outgoing and incoming messages).
Similar to FastForward [24], we avoid shared producer and consumer pointers, as they cause expensive cache contention on every
update. Instead, we utilize an explicit state flag that signals the
end of available messages, and free slots. As we aggressively optimize the number of cache transactions involved in each message
transfer, we configure each message to be a size of a single cache
line (64 bytes on our hardware). We use modulo two arithmetic to
avoid expensive division operations on the IPC path. Finally, we
rely on ring polling on both sender and receiver, however the polling
is integrated into our cooperative asynchronous execution environment (Section 3.5). We use monitor/mwait instructions instead of
polling when sender and receiver become idle.
Inside a single CPU core, modern CPUs implement a version
of a directory based protocol in which the directory is maintained
by the shared last level cache. The directory maintains information
about the state of every cache line in the cache hierarchy of every
core of a single CPU. A snooping cache coherence protocol is used
to synchronize cache lines across CPUs. Two cache transactions
are involved in each part (send and receive) of the IPC. First, the
caller tries to update the cache line sending a message. Its L1 cache
issues a request for ownership to the cache directory. To serve this
request, the directory needs to contact the L1 cache of the callee
core and invalidate the cache line. The directory then replies to the
caller’s L1 cache changing the state of the line from “invalid” to
”modified”, and allowing update of the line with the new message.
Second, immediately, after the cache line is updated by the caller,
it is re-fetched from the callee’s busy-wait loop. To read the cache
line, the callee issues a similar transaction to the cache directory
that in turn reaches the L1 cache of the caller. Based on the BenchIT
CPU benchmark analysis [40, 41]) each of the above transactions
that involves two L1 caches on the same core requires around
80 cycles. This theoretical analysis matches performance of our
IPC implementation (Table 1). We perform a send/reply message
sequence that requires four cache transactions in 384 cycles on our
Nahelem Intel Xeon CPU E5530 clocked at 2.40GHz. In addition
to the cache coherency overheads, we lose around 12-16 cycles in
send and receive code. Our IPC code is written in C with minor
addition of manual assembly, e.g., a pause instruction that saves
around 88 cycles in a busy-wait loop. A full call/reply invocation of
a void function takes 432 cycles (marshaling of six unsigned long
parameters adds 4 cycles). The overhead of using monitor/mwait
on one of the ends of the channel is 342 cycles. When multiple
outstanding messages are queued in the ring buffer, the costs of the

// Using remote reference to update remote object
projection super_block <struct super_block> {
[bind, in, alloc] capability container−>self;
[in] type1 field1;
}
rpc int fill_super(projection super_block ∗sb, ...);

The IDL provides alloc, bind, and free keywords to control when
remote objects are allocated, looked up, and freed. Similar mechanisms are used for returning objects, i.e., allocating a private copy
in the caller domain, and initializing it with initial values.
Object hierarchies It is common that objects contain pointers to
other objects. When a root of the object hierarchy is passed as an
argument to a cross-domain invocation, the entire hierarchy must
be marshaled and reconstructed on the callee’s side. LCDs rely on
mechanisms of projections that are used to describe marshaling of
object hierarchies:
// Marshaling a hierarchy of objects with projections
projection block_device<struct block_device> {
[in] type1 field1;
[bind] capability container−>self;
};
projection super_block <struct super_block> {
[in] projection block_device ∗s_bdev;
[bind] capability container−>self;
}
rpc type0 foo(capabilty fs, projection super_block ∗sb);

We support synchronization of simple object hierarchies. In practice,
requirements for kernel modularity have already eliminated most
of the cases when a more complicated object hierarchy crosses the
boundaries of kernel subsystems.
3.4

foo(a,b) {
...
}

Fast Communication

Asynchronous cross-core communication LCDs’ fast IPC mechanism is designed for efficient notification, and zero-copy transfer of data across isolated subsystems in a multicore environment
(Figure 3). In LCDs a caller and callee establish a region of shared
memory through slow synchronous invocations. After that, communication is exit-less and does not involve the microkernel. Similar to
Beltway Buffers [14], the shared region of memory holds multiple
kinds of buffers and communication rings. Data buffers are used to
hold bulk data, e.g., payload of network packets. Communication
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Test
Send/receive message
Send/receive message (queue of 4)
Call/reply invocation (void function)
Call/reply invocation (6 arguments)
Overhead of mwait (receiver enters halt state)

Cycles (ns)
384 (160)
159 (67)
432 (180)
436 (182)
726 (303)

SawMill was an ambitious effort to decompose the entire kernel at
once. Unfortunately, the project became suspended due to organizational politics and untimely decease of one of its leaders, Jochen
Liedtke. Nooks was primarily aimed at isolation of device drivers
inside the Linux kernel [52]. While lacking an explicit interface
definition language, Nooks developed mechanisms for generating
entry points and skeletons for the glue code from the kernel header
files. Similar to LCDs, Nooks maintained and synchronized private
copies of kernel objects, however, this synchronization code had
to be developed manually. OSKit developed a set of decomposed
kernel subsystems out of which a full-featured OS kernel could be
constructed [21]. While successful, OSKit was not a sustainable
effort—decomposition glue code was developed manually, and required a massive engineering effort in order to provide compatibility
with the COM component object model. OSKit quickly became
outdated and unsupported.
Existing hypervisors succeed in providing complete isolation of
applications at the level of hardware virtualization, but they provide no mechanisms to support decomposition of kernel subsystems.
Multiple commercial projects attempt to secure commodity applications using full-system virtualization (Qubes OS [47], Bromium [7],
XenClient [53]). Complete isolation works well when no sharing is
required, e.g., in case of individual applications or device drivers [6].
An untrusted desktop application is sealed in its virtual container,
and runs until it exits [7, 47, 53]. However, core operating system
services which are inherently designed to provide sharing of resources (e.g. file systems, block storage, network stack), require
mechanisms for sharing and collaboration to avoid operating with
reduced functionality or with excessive privilege. Several militarygrade certified secure virtualization projects apply the principle of
secure isolation to traditional systems [33, 39]. The proprietary nature of these systems limits their impact in the broader community.
Do we have to decompose existing kernels or is it better to
re-implement decomposed environments from scratch? Multiple
projects attempt to re-implement kernel functionality from scratch
in a safer, verification friendly language [9, 25, 28, 34, 54]. Although
promising, these approaches are still far from being applicable in a
realistic deployment. Modern kernels accumulate several decades
of development effort that result in irreplaceable functionality:
hundreds of device drivers, dozens of network protocols, block
storage stacks, file systems, and CPU and I/O schedulers. To be
practical, decomposition must aid security and reliability of existing
OS kernels and become an integral part of the kernel development
process with low overhead for developers.

Table 1. Achieved cross-core IPC performance.
cache coherence protocol goes down. On a queue length of four, a
send/receive sequence takes only 159 cycles.
3.5

Composable Asynchronous Communication

Synchronous procedure calls do not compose well with blocking,
asynchronous communication mechanisms. If a thread sends an IPC
message (e.g., implementing a remote procedure call into another
isolated subsystem), it needs to wait for a reply from the callee.
Several strategies are possible. First, the caller can remain waiting in
a busy wait loop. If the invocation is fast the caller can reply nearly
instantly. But in a typical scenario remote invocations take thousands
of cycles. Second, the system can rely on traditional thread context
switching to utilize the CPU. Unfortunately, traditional thread
switches are expensive due to an expensive exit into the microkernel.
Alternatively, the code of the system can be designed to implement
an asynchronous programming model [26, 35].
With LCDs we aim to 1) avoid expensive context switches,
and 2) provide backward compatibility with existing kernel code,
i.e., avoid reimplementing kernel code in a message friendly manner.
We implement a composable asynchronous I/O without stack ripping
that relies on a lightweight context switch implemented as a form
of cooperative thread scheduling. We base our implementation on
AC [26], but change it to work inside the Linux kernel. Similar to
AC, we leverage functionality of GCC macros and nested functions
to avoid compiler modifications.
3.6 libKernel Environment

libKernel Decomposed subsystems run in isolation from the rest
of the kernel. However, the logic of any kernel subsystem depends
on a set of common primitives provided by the kernel environment:
memory allocation, synchronization, string and memory copy, console output, etc. We built a small library kernel, libKernel, that
implements a minimal instance of the kernel, and includes page and
slab allocators, capability management code, console, and common
kernel utilities like memcpy. libKernel is linked with the isolated
code and becomes a part of the kernel module that is loaded inside
the isolated domain. We implement a simple page allocator that uses
the microkernel interface to allocate host pages and map them in the
LCD’s address space. Since the microkernel only understands capability identifiers, the page allocator has to track the correspondence
between physical pages and capability identifiers. Using preprocessor macros, we adapted the Linux slab allocator to run inside LCDs.
We use a similar approach to borrow common library routines from
the Linux kernel, like memcpy and sprintf. We developed techniques
for eliding unnecessary variables and functions and ensured we had
resolved all dependencies by checking that the final kernel module
had no unresolved symbols.

4.

5.

Conclusion

Decomposition of commodity kernels has remained an unsolved
problem for decades. We believe LCDs provides a practical step
towards solving this problem. A combination of fast cross-core communication, asynchronous execution model, general decomposition
patterns, and language support result in a decomposition platform
that enables practical, efficient, and secure systems. LCDs is an
evolving platform. In the future, we intend to extend it with a static
analysis aimed at automatic generation of interface and projection
definitions. We further plan to use LCDs as a practical platform for
enabling verification of commodity operating systems.

Related Work

The concept of decomposing operating system services for isolation
and security is not new [23, 27]. Multiple projects try to apply this
principle in practice in both microkernel [5, 20, 29–31, 33] and
virtual machine [7, 22, 39, 47, 53] based systems. Most notable,
SawMill was a research effort performed by IBM aimed at building
a decomposed Linux environment on top of the L4 microkernel [23].
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